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SUBJECT: OFFICER

REF WAVE 347(III 72032) *

1. PLS FOLLOW UP THIS CASE. SUGGEST YOU HAVE QUOTA QUESTION PERSONS MENTIONED TO SEE IF ANY FOUNDATION AT ALL TO THIS STORY. INFORMATIVE THAT AMYUM 19 NOT BE INVOLVED AS COMES. CO SUGGEST YOU HAVE ONLY QUADRO, BAQUERO, AND CANTO

2. KEEP ALL CONTACT ON ACCOMPLICE INDEX OFFICER.

END OF MESSAGE

22 November

C/3 Comment: Reported that AMYUM/19 (2) learned from Arrieta (Gonzalez), owner of Bar "Marquesa de Cuba" in Madrid, that heard former Cuban Journalist Gustavo Baquero told one Cano, believed to be Rios (Canto) Hernandez, Editor of Accent Cubana that he received letter stating that CP/DEAL (2) would be killed that day.